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Alliance Formed to Address Health Plans’ CMS Audit Findings
Inovaare and Diligence.pro announce relationship
June 12th 2013: Cupertino, CA and Bellevue, WA –A formal relationship was announced today
between Diligence.pro, a pioneering healthcare compliance and operations company, and Inovaare, a
leading cloud based compliance software solutions company. The alliance will provide compelling, timely,
and targeted solutions to Health Plans recently under CMS audit, or currently under a corrective action
plan. The combined solutions and services of the two companies give clients the ability to track the
effectiveness of their compliance activities, implement proper training and tracking, and ensure outcomes
in line with rules and regulations as well as business requirements. Decades of compliance and leadership
experience, together with highly specialized services, provide Health Plans with the tools to rapidly and
effectively react to CMS findings and requirements.
Targeted government audits are being experienced by many Health plans, and this trend is guaranteed to
continue. The post audit validation process is expensive, corrective action plans draw scarce resources
away from functional activities and Notices of Non-Compliance bring increased and unwanted additional
scrutiny. A Health Plan that is unable to combat and address audit findings will suffer severe long-term
challenges. The Inovaare and Diligence.pro alliance enables Health Plans to effectively and rapidly take
action that reduces risk exposure and increases opportunities for success.
“Over the past several months, Inovaare has helped us automate our member related processes, to achieve
the desired operational performance and compliance goals” said the VP of Compliance of a Large National
Health Plan. “With the solution now fully operational, we are better equipped to handle the increased
membership enrollment and CMS compliance.”
“Our clients have urged us for solutions and we are excited about the combined Inovaare and Diligence.pro
value proposition our mutual customers will now benefit from,” says Pravat Rout, Inovaare CEO.
Diligence.pro’s co-founders, Dr. Derek Jones and Jan Claesson, commented “We see the alliance with
Inovaare as a natural fit and it leverages both organizations’ core competencies to the advantage of our
customers.”
About Diligence.pro: Diligence.pro was founded based on decades of experience successfully transforming
organizations leveraging compliance, strategy, and operations. Clients include health plans, providers, life
science and technology companies, as well as trade organizations and states.
About Inovaare: Inovaare provides highly configurable software solutions for the healthcare industry to
automate quality and compliance operations. Inovaare’s nimble cloud based solutions reduce risk, increase
compliance visibility, lower operational cost, and fundamentally improve the compliance oversight
effectiveness.
Contact information:
Diligence.pro: www.diligence.pro; Phone: +1.206.577.0411; Email: jan.claesson@diligence.pro
Inovaare: www.inovaare.com; Phone: +1.408.850.2235; Email: pravat.rout@inovaare.com
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